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How to Avoid Becoming President of the U. S.
While it would readily occur to most that the simplest way to
avoid becoming President is to run against Franklin Delano, there is
another and apparently as equally efficacious a system. Under this
method all you have to do to dodge becoming the White House resident
is to practice in the court of U. S. District Judge John C. Knox.
We learned all this by careful study of the invitation extended to
us lawyers by Milt Keegan and Don Lesher to hear Judge Knox on
October 16. Milt and Don, without, we are sure, any intention of
advertising the then Republican candidate for President, pointed out
that before Judge Knox had appeared such eminent practitioners as
Charles Evans Hughes, John W. Davis and Thomas E. Dewey.
So, brethren, if you want to get elected President resist any prof-
fered employment that will take you before Judge Knox. And note,
if you will, that the curse applies to both parties.
Do You Like Our Brother, Who Practices in Reno?*
Peter H. Holme, recalling the days when Colorado was peopled
with giants, has favored us with an anecdote concerning the distin-
guished Edward 0. Wolcott who, among other things, was the uncle
of all the Tolls. It seems the Senator had delivered one of his stirring
and masterly speeches and the presiding genius suggested that any who
wished to shake hands might do so. When the little fellow at the end
of the long line finally and somewhat reluctantly got on the platform
he said, before holding out his hand, "Senator, I believe in being honest
at all times, and I therefore must tell you that I have always liked your
brother, Henry, much better than I do you." Whereupon the Senator,
grasping the little fellow's hand warmly, replied: "Don't feel the least
bit apologetic for what you are saying. I am sure that if you had ever
had a brother, I should have liked him better than I like you."
Political Anecdote No. 2
We learned this one from our distinguished forbear who also has
a memory reaching back a few years. It has to do with the campaign of
*This is not to be considered as an offer to accept business or as a solicitation of
business. The offer is made only by the prospectus, a copy of which you can get from us.
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1888 when Grover Cleveland and Benjamin Harrison were the con-
testants. It appears that the national committees of the two parties,
anxious to avoid a repetition of the mud-slinging, name-calling cam-
paign of 1884 when Cleveland had bested Blaine, entered into an
agreement there would be none of that stuff. During the campaign the
celebrated Republican orator, Senator Foraker, took many an occasion
to explain the agreement to the multitudes. Said the Senator, after
describing the agreement to the audience: "You see, the idea of this is
that the Democrats have agreed not to lie about Harrison and the Repub-
licans have agreed not to tell the truth about Cleveland."
We Are Now Clear on One Point
A contemporary of DICTA is THE WEEKLY JOURNAL which,
while it doesn't say so, seems to be the house organ of The Colorado
Bar Association. In proof of this, your direction is attended to the mast-
head thereof, where the names of the luminaries who guide said Asso-
ciation are set forth. We had been of the opinion for many weeks that
Benjamin E. Sweet had been president of the Association since Septem-
ber, but it was not until the issue of November 21 that THE WEEKLY
JOURNAL found it out. It is now clear to us that the JOURNAL knows
of the change and we wish to be among the first to congratulate it.
We are still in the dark, however, as to the meaning of this headline in
the JOURNAL for August 2 last:
"EVERY BUSINESS IN CITY COVERED
OF LICENSE TAXES PRACTICALLY
RICHMOND MAKES GOOD THING"
Well, maybe it does.
IN MEMORY OF COLORADO LAWYERS WHO
HAVE GIVEN THEIR LIVES IN THE SERVICE
OF THEIR COUNTRY





Selecting Jurors for Service in the District
Courts of the United Statest
BY HON. JOHN C. KNOX*
When Judge Symes asked me to be your guest at luncheon today,
and conditioned the invitation upon my willingness to make a speech,
I found myself in a serious dilemma. I was delighted at the prospect
of meeting you; but I recoiled from the idea of writing an address. I
about exhausted my capacity for public speaking by what I said at
Colorado Springs on Saturday night. However, since you wouldn't
give me food unless I barked in return, I stand before you. But, when
I decided to speak, I had to select a subject. This is always a hazardous
task.. A speaker, of course, always desires to please his audience, but in
attempting to do so, he subjects himself to dangerous possibilities.
Indeed, he often finds himself in much the same position that was occu-
pied by a defendant who came before me some months ago.
It was pleading day, and the list of persons in trouble was exceed-
ingly long. As the morning waned, and noon time approached, the
proceedings grew drab and burdensome. I was tired of sending men
to jail. And then, much in the manner that a brilliant sun occasioanally
breaks through a cloudy sky, and illumines all the earth, a deeply
complexioned colored man, with a highly intelligent face, was arraigned
at the bar. With real interest I awaited word as to the nature of the
crime charged against him. The clerk of the court selected an indictment
from his file, and turning towards the defendant, said:
"William Atkins, how do you plead to this indictment which
charges you with maintaining an unregistered still, 'Guilty or not
guilty?' "
The negro's face grew serious as he realized the import of the
question and he answered:
"Guilty, with an explanation."
At this, I interposed, and asked:
"What is the explanation?"
In effect, it was, that on the day of defendant's arrest he had paid
a social call upon an acquaintance who lived on the top floor of a
Harlem flat. The host took Atkins into the kitchen where a still was
in operation, and with true hospitality, gave the defendant a draft of
his own distillation. This was followed by another, and then a third.
In the course of half an hour the heat of the kitchen, combined with the
pleasant glow that suffused the frame of the defendant, made him
drowsy, and he fell asleep. All good times, you know, must come to an
tAn address before the Denver Bar Association, October 16, 1944.
*Presiding judge, United States District Court for the Southern District of
New York.
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end, and so did that of Atkins. Being aroused by loud knocking upon
the door of the apartment, he managed to orient himself to his surround-
ings, and answered the rapping. Being commanded to open the door,
Atkins complied. He found two operatives of the alcohol tax unit, who,
forcing their way into the apartment, discovered the sputtering still,
several barrels of mash, a quantity of sugar, and a hundred gallons of
alcohol. Inconsiderately, they placed Atkins under arrest. Such, gentle-
men, was the train of circumstances through which the defendant
journeyed from a Harlem flat to the marble walled room in which I sat
dispensing a quality of man-made justice.
Upon hearing this explanation of Atkins' difficulty, I informed
him that if he had given me a true version of the facts, he was not
guilty of the crime charged against him, and should go to trial. At this
the defendant observed:
"Deed, yo' onor, I ain't got no lawyer, and Ah don't think Ah
wants a trial."
Informing him that I should be glad to assign counsel to present
his defense, I was told:
"Thank yo' onor, thank yo'! Ah 'preciate yo' kindness, but Ah's
heard these here lawyers that don't cost nothing ain't much good."
Thereupon, I promised I would give him a man of adequate skill
and ability. Atkins continued to demur and said, seductively:
"Ah think I'd rather take my chance with yo' onor."
"But," said I, "on your statement I can't sentence you, and you'll
have to have a trial."
Again I was told the defendant did not wish twelve of his peers
to pass upon his guilt or innocence. I then became a bit peremptory
and remarked:
"Well, make up your mind; are you guilty or not guilty?"
Atkins shook his head sorrowfully and said:
"Oh, yo' onor, that's such a hard question-Ah don't know what
answer will do me the most good."
And, like unto William Atkins, I was at a loss to say what topic
should be chosen for discussion today.
I would still be at a loss for a subject were it not that at the judicial
conference, a couple of weeks ago, I was told that I should undertake a
campaign to bring about the enactment of two bills now pending in
the Congress, and which are designed to create a uniform method of
selecting jurors for service in the district courts of the United States.
Such a topic, after the excellent repast that I have just enjoyed, is
a rather heavy dessert. Nevertheless, it is of prime importance to those
of us who hold court in the more populous sections of the country.
And, since you have been showing me such courtesy and cordiality, I
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feel that I may make bold to tell you something of what the judicial
conference has in mind.
You will readily concede, I imagine, that the jury system is one of
the really great achievements of English and American jurisprudence.
To my mind, it is an institution that, under no circumstances, should
be impaired or frittered away. On the contrary, its integrity should be
maintained, and its operation improved.
If courts, in cases at law, are to accomplish justice, they must have
the aid of jurors who believe in America, who are honest and upright,
and who bring to their tasks the intelligence, sound judgment, and
courage that will enable them rightly to decide intricate questions of
fact, and to do so without fear or favor.
The public generally, and you, as practicing lawyers, properly
expect that somehow, and from some source, the courts will find jurors
who are so equipped. But where, I inquire, are high intelligence, sound
judgment, and wide experience to be found when men, some of whom
may be your clients, flee from jury service as though it were the wrath
of God?
Even in ordinary times the selection of persons to man the jury
boxes of my court is a difficult task. Under existing circumstances, the
job is doubly hard. To the end that you may appreciate some of the
problems that daily confront the jury commissioners in the Southern
District of New York, I wish to mention a few of the obstacles that lie
in the pathway of their work. In that district alone:
(1) Thousands upon thousands of potential jurors are in the
armed services of the nation;
(2) Thousands upon *thousands more are engaged in war work
of an essential nature;
(3) Stores and business houses are undermanned and their pro-
prietors-with might and main-plead that their employees be relieved
from jury service;
(4) Thousands upon thousands of persons who would make
good jurors, and who ought to be made to serve, are exempt from
service; ind finally,
(5) When jurors' compensation is limited to four dollars per
day, and when their periods of service are often protracted, thousands
upon thousands of persons simply cannot afford to serve. To require
them to do so is nothing less than the imposition upon them of extreme
hardship.
With respect to the item last mentioned, it is easy to say that jury
duty should be regarded as a patriotic service, and that all public-
spirited men should willingly sacrifice pecuniary rewards in the per-
formance of an obligation of citizenship. With that statement, I am in
full accord, but it does not solve the difficulty that confronts metropoli-
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tan courts. Adequate provisions for one's family is the first consideration
of most men. And, if, with this thought predominant in the minds of
potential jurors, the performance of public service means the default of
an insurance premium, the sacrifice of a suit of clothes, or the loss of
one's job, the service to be rendered by a juror who faces any one of
these possibilities, is something that is not to be desired. In other words,
few persons who have a grievance against the government, or who are
dissatisfied with conditions that expose them to self-denial, are likely
to have the spiritual contentment and mental detachment that are essen-
tial and requisite to competent jury service. Jury duty frequently in-
volves sacrifice; sometimes it means the loss of a job that a man has held
for years. That this result occasionally comes about is well within my
personal knowledge. Confronted with reports of situations such as I
have outlined, the judicial conference, that was held in Washington in
September of 1941, decided that a survey of the operation of the jury
systems in the national trial courts should be undertaken. To that end,
the chief justice appointed a committee of five district judges. The men
so chosen were Judge Neblett of New Mexico, Judge Lindley of Illinois,
Judge Watkins of West Virginia, Judge Proctor of the District of
Columbia, and myself. I chance to be designated as chairman of the
committee. You are not interested, I assume, in the methods pursued
in acquiring the information that was sought. Accordingly, I shall not
bore you with procedural details. You may, nevertheless, be willing to
hear some of the matters that came to our attention, and to listen to
what we have recommended. First, let me speak of the matter of
exemptions.
As you know, the qualifications of jurors who serve in a United
States district court are regulated by the statutes of the state within
which a particular federal court sits. Many of these statutes are anti-
quated, and as variable as a weather vane upon a blustery day in March.
For instance, accountants and actuaries are relieved from jury service in
Alabama and Florida; chiropodists in California, Missouri and Rhode
Island; Christian Scientists in California and Oregon; funeral directors
in New Mexico and North Carolina; professional gamblers in Colorado
and Mississippi; linotype operators in North Carolina; millers in
Florida, Georgia, Minnesota and a half dozen other states; pharmacists
or druggists, or both, in thirty-six states; persons residing more than
sixty miles from the place of holding court, and who pay twenty-five
dollars in Nevada; any number of railroad employees in various states;
osteopaths in Iowa, Mississippi and a number of other jurisdictions;
veterinarians in six states; and Seventh Day Adventists in Colorado and
Kansas.
Gentlemen, I have just begun to call the roll of those who, in one
or more states, need never serve upon a jury. Others who may claim
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exemption include doctors, lawyers, commercial travelers, express agents,
ministers, optometrists, printers, teachers, professors, telephone and
telegraph officials and operatives, newspaper employees, members of the
national guard, firemen, policemen, city, state and county officials, and
in some states where women are qualified as jurors, they need not do so
if such is their desire.
Add to these exempt persons those who live at long distances from
the places of holding court, and who are never asked to serve. When
you have done all this, I ask you to remember that nowhere is a person
competent to serve who has not reached the age of twenty-one years.
Indeed, in some states, a man must be twenty-five years of age before he
is eligible for jury service, while, in a number of jurisdictions, any one
who has reached the age of sixty years may claim exemption. In other
states, the age at which persons are exempt runs from sixty-five to
seventy years of age. When you have totaled the persons who are thus
exempt from jury service throughout the United States, I ask you to
add to the sum, those who fall within these categories:
(1) Persons who have been convicted of crimes involving moral
turpitude;
(2) Those who are physically and mentally unable to serve; and
(3) Those who are illiterate, or ill, or who are absent from the
district when called upon to do jury duty.
If you do what I suggest, you will at least appreciate two things-
the first is, that the reservoirs from which jurors may be drawn are not
nearly as deep as you previously thought; and secondly, that millions
of persons, possessing the best and most intelligent brains in all the land
are relieved, by law, of the necessity of lending aid to the courts in their
search for justice.
Notwithstanding these restraints upon the courts in their efforts to
secure competent and suitable persons, I am told, from time to time,
that the selection of jurors should be a democratic process, and that per-
sons who serve in the United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York are hand-picked. If this be a valid indictment
of my conduct, I cannot do otherwise than admit my guilt. Neverthe-
less, unless restrained by an authority that I cannot resist, jurors in my
district will continue to be hand-picked. Let me tell you this-in prin-
ciple, I am a Democrat. At the same time, I hope that I am neither a
fool nor a knave, and I have had a modicum of experience in our trial
courts. This experience has taught me that practicality and actuality
are matters that play important parts in judicial administration.
If, in making up our jury lists, my court were to follow sugges-
tions that have been made to me, the result would be that our panels
would be filled, not only with the halt, the lame and the blind, but
also with the venal and corrupt. For example, men whom I respect,
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have said that jurors should not be selected, but should, willy-nilly, be
taken from the voting registers. That suggestion was given a try, and
with this result-in some sections of the city, more than twenty per
cent of the persons so summoned were found to be non-residents of the
buildings from which they were registered. A further percentage of
large dimension was found to be made up of men who could neither
speak nor understand the English language. Still others, while honest
and upright, were proprietors of one-man business enterprises, and to
whom jury service would mean ruination. This experiment to bring
suitable jurors into the court proved to be both unwise and inexpedient.
I had the thought that lawyers in New York, in the trial of their cases,
did not really want election day floaters, habitues of district clubhouses,
and the illiterate to serve as jurors in cases they were to try.
In our survey of the congested centers-and even in some of the
rural areas-it was found that somewhat comparable conditions pre-
vailed. Discrimination existed in some localities. This related to social,
political and sexual differences, and my committee was forced to the
conclusion that jurors cannot be chosen haphazardly in any section of
the country, and that the intelligent selection of jurors for service in the
courts of the United States was a necessity.
And, upon the basis of principle and common sense, I should like
to inquire:
Why should we not select the juror who is to say whether or not
your client is to go to jail, or who is to declare if he shall be separated
from the savings of a lifetime, or who is to determine if an injured man
is to go without redress? Answering my own question, it seems to me
clear that jurors who are to function in any such instance should be
selected, and be selected with the utmost care. At every election, you
and I, as responsible members of the community, argue, debate and
consider the qualifications of the men and women who offer themselves
for elective offices. Even now, due to a New York political occurrence
of last November, the people of that state are seriously considering if
they shall change the method whereby candidates for the judiciary shall
be nominated. Well, in my opinion, an intelligent and upright juror,
in the decision of a lawsuit, is quite as important, if not more so, as the
judge who presides at the trial in which the juror sits. I ask again,
under such circumstances, why should not the juror as well as the judge
be chosen and selected by competent and discriminating authority? And
yet, there are court decisions to the effect that the qualification of a
person to serve as a juror should not be determined until he or she is
called into the box, and there subjected to a voir dire examination.
Without further discussion of the fundamentals of what is reasonably
required, I should like to state the gist of the recommendations of my
committee. They are these:
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(1) In order that grand and petit jurors who serve in United
States district courts may be so drawn as to be truly representative of
the community, the sources from which they are selected should include
all economic and social groups. From whatever sources drawn, those
chosen should possess as high a degree of intelligence, morality, integrity
and common sense as can be found by those who make the selection.
(2) The choice of specific sources from which names of prospec-
tive jurors are selected must be entrusted to the good faith of the clerk
and jury commissioner, acting under the direction of the district judge,
but should be controlled by the following considerations:
(a) The sources should be so coordinated as together to include
all groups in the community; (b) economic and social status, including
race and color, should be considered only to the extent necessary to assure
that there is no discrimination on account of them; (c) when women
are eligible by law for jury service, they should be selected and called
to serve in the federal courts; (d) political affiliations should be ignored;
(e) unsolicited requests of persons who seek to have their names placed
upon jury lists and unsolicited recommendations of names should not
be encouraged; and (f) in determining the parts of the districts from
which jurors are to be drawn, the courts should bear in mind the desir-
ability of conserving the time of jurors and preventing exorbitant travel
expense to the Government.
Each of these items is worth discussion inasmuch as there is much
disputation and literature concerning them. I wish only to mention
that, due to the agitation of certain persons in New York City, a bill
has been introduced into Congress that jurors shall be drawn from all
portions of a particular district. My district comprises eleven counties
reaching from the Battery to Albany County. In each month of the
year, the court, in which I sit, utilizes the services of from 800 to 1,000
jurors. Suppose that twenty per cent of them be called from so far
up-state that they cannot commute between their homes and New York
City. Their compensation would be four dollars per day, plus mileage.
Suppose I take an agriculturist from his farm in one of the rural counties.
While in New York he must eat and have a place to sleep. And where
can he do that respectably upon the stipend that the government pays
him? Meanwhile, during his absence from home, he must hire a man
to milk his cows, and feed his stock. That man's pay, in all reasonable
probability, will be as large, if not more, than the pay received by the
juror. When, after a week of this experience, let us suppose the juror
is called into a case in which the client of a good lawyer is a litigant.
Certain it is that the lawyer, knowing the circumstances, would not
want that juror to serve. In his mind, he will believe that the juror
will probably charge his client with responsibility for his predicament.
If called in a criminal case wherein a defendant was charged with fraud
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against the government, the juror would feel, possibly, that being him-
self a victim of the United States Government, there was no reason
why he should feel antipathy towards some one who had victimized the
United States. To state the matter differently-that juror would be a
disgruntled and vengeful man, entirely ready to vent his spleen upon
any one who added to his anger and resentment. For this reason, my
committee has disapproved the proposed legislation to which I have
referred. This is but an instance in which the practicality of a situation
should overrule the theoretical desirability of what a number of well
intentioned, but misguided men, have proposed.
My committee, also, believing that state statutes are unduly restric-
tive of the action of federal courts in drawing and selecting jurors, has
proposed that state statutes requiring that federal courts observe the
qualifications and exemptions prescribed for jurors in the state courts,
should be nullified by congressional enactments. It is our thought that
a uniform standard should be adopted for all federal jurors. It should
provide for liberal qualifications and few exemptions, leaving to the
district judges a large degree of discretion in determining whether or
not certain individuals or classes of persons should be subject to jury
service.
The proper exercise of this discretion would make it possible for
certain classes of war workers to be excused from jury service during
the period of the present emergency; persons who are now exempt from
service should be called for duty; and under the proposed legislation,
persons beyond the age of seventy years, if found to be hale and hearty,
would be eligible for jury service. Women, also, contrary to the pro-
visions of our state statutes, could not claim exemption on the ground
of sex, and, in the absence of good reason shown, would be required to
render jury service. And, in this connection, I should like to observe
that, in my judgment, the jury work of properly selected women is
quite as satisfactory as that which is rendered by the masculine portion
of the human race.
But, whether prospective jurors be men or women, it is the thought
of our committee, that the names of none of them should go into a jury
wheel until the jury commissioner of the court has received and given
consideration to a questionnaire setting forth their personal histories and
backgrounds. Whenever possible, we also believe that each prospective
juror, before being permitted to serve, should be personally interviewed
by a member of the jury commission for the purpose of determining
his or her qualifications as a juror. We have also proposed that when a
juror is required to attend court thirty or more days in hearing a single
case, he may be paid, in the discretion and upon the certification of the
trial judge, a per diem up to and not exceeding ten dollars for each and
every day in excess of thirty days he is required to hear such case. By
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this measure, if it be enacted, we hope to relieve some of the hardship
to which jurors who are called to serve in protracted cases, are now
customarily subjected. As matters now stand, it is often difficult to
secure jurors in cases that will last over a period of weeks. Many jurors,
at the present rate of compensation, simply cannot afford to neglect
their business and personal affairs for a substantial length of time, and
by what we have proposed, we hope to furnish such persons with this
measure of relief. Furthermore, if persons residing considerable distances
from the place of holding court are summoned for service, and it is
impracticable for them to make daily trips between their homes and the
court, they will be allowed, in addition to their per diem pay, a sub-
sistence allowance of two dollars per day. This, in effect, will increase
the area from which jurors are now drawn, and will tend to silence
the criticism that too many persons are selected from the immediate
vicinity of the courthouse.
One reform we have already accomplished is this: As many of you
are aware, and until a few months ago, there was no statutory provision
by which the government, in a case between private litigants, could pay
for the subsistence of a jury once it has been charged, and had retired
for its deliberations. If meal time came, and no verdict had been reached,
it was literally necessary for the clerk to pass his hat among the attorneys
for the parties in order to collect the wherewithal to feed the jurors.
This procedure was not only undignified and humiliating, but actually
scandalous. Under legislation now in force, the cost of necessary sub-
sistance, upon order of the court, will be paid by the United States
marshal, and thereafter, in the discretion of the judge, the outlay can
be taxed as costs.
Another innovation that the committee has put into effect, and one
which has aroused bitter opposition upon the part of some persons,
including district judges, is the distribution to jurors of a handbook or
manual of instructions. In these days, as you can well imagine, there
is a rapid turnover in the personnel of our jury lists. At each term of
court, many persons who never before were acquainted with jury work
are called for service. As a means of aiding them, and for the purpose
of reminding persons who have previously served as jurors of their
obligation and responsibilities, we have recommended that the judge
who presides at the impaneling of a jury should make it a regular prac-
tice to deliver general and carefully prepared oral charges to all jurors
when they report for service. This is supplemented by a printed pam-
phlet, stating in simple and general terms, the functions of the petit
jury in civil and criminal cases, and which is furnished each juror. Such
pamphlet was prepared, and at my request, Mr. Chief Justice Stone
wrote its foreword. In part, he says:
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"This handbook describes in language readily understood the
functions of the jury man in the federal courts. Every prospective juror
should read and reflect upon its advice and resolve by following it, to
make his own contribution to the better administration of justice.
Many will, I believe, be surprised and gratified to learn that that con-
tribution can be far greater than they had supposed."
What the Chief Justice has suggested may thus come about is
precisely what the committee wishes to accomplish by use of the hand-
book. Some judges, however, seem to believe that my committee is
another New Deal bureaucracy, and is attempting to tell them how to
run their courts. Nothing, of course, could be farther from the fact,
and the handbook has been and will be distributed to such courts as
wish to use it. Such judges as think the manual is tomfoolery and a
waste of public funds are not compelled to use it, and they may, if they
so desire, pooh-pooh this desire of the committee to emphasize the
importance of jury service, and to add dignity and a sense of responsi-
bility to its performance. Such manuals have bden successfully employed
in several state jurisdictions and are now meeting with favorable com-
ment in many district courts, and producing beneficial results.
In order to increase the number of persons who will be available
for jury work, our proposed legislation limits exemptions and disqualifi-
cations to six classes, as follows:
(1) Persons who have been convicted of felonies and certain
types of misdemeanors;
(2) Persons unable to read, write, speak or understand English;
(3) Persons who are mentally or physically infirm;
(4) Persons who have served on juries within one year;
(5) Public officials whose duties demand their full time and
attention; and
(6) Persons who are on active duty in the armed forces of the
United States.
Should these bills become law, they will serve to bring the best
brains of the community-brains that are now devoted exclusively to
private enterprise-into the jury boxes of the district court; and this
we believe will be advantageous, not only to your clients, but to the
public as well.
We are altogether conscious of the fact that juries that serve in
the federal courts are but a small fraction of the number that function
in the state tribunals, and such changes in the national law as may be
made, will not directly affect the caliber of the men and women who
serve in the local courts. Nevertheless, it is. quite likely that any im-
provement in the quality of jurors who serve in the United States
courts will sooner or later be reflected in the type of persons who are
called for duty in the state courts.
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For my part, I feel firmly that under existing conditions, the jury
system is basically sound, and on the whole reasonably successful. By
this I mean, that even now, few juries fail to reach fairly correct ver-
dicts. Jurors, however, are essentially human. They have their
prejudices, preconceptions and antipathies-racial, religious and politi-
cal. While not always controlling in a particular lawsuit, these
considerations do sometimes affect a verdict, and this should, of course,
be reduced to a minimum. We hope by the procedure that has been
suggested these may, in part, be accomplished.
We shall, of course, never have perfect juries. But any plan that
will improve the quality of our juries, is worth a try, and if we are
permitted to call upon a greater percentage of the population that is
fitted by education, intelligence and appreciation of our way of life, we
may, perhaps, bring about a better brand of justice than that which we
now know.
A Lawyer In Courtt
BY KENNETH W. ROBINSON*
The nicest part about giving a talk so far as the speaker is con-
cerned, is the pleasure of listening to his introduction, and hoping that
the introducer will say tremendously flattering things about him. Of
course, any speaker knows that they aren't true, and down in his heart
he knows that the audience knows they aren't true, but still, the sensa-
tion must be somewhat comparable to that of a corpse if he could listen
to the nice things said about him in the funeral sermon.
Undoubtedly most lawyers approach the trial of a case, particu-
larly to a jury, with the same sensations-a sinking feeling in the pit
of the stomach, and an assertion, which we really don't mean, that God
deliver us from ever trying another case; yet, once the trial is started
we undoubtedly feel that of all the phases of the practice of the law,
it is one of the most stimulating, exciting and interesting.
There is no need in saying to a group of lawyers that which they
all know, that behind the trial of every case there must be painstaking
preparation-the interviewing of witnesses; their careful selection; the
preparation of an adequate trial brief; the taking of depositions of your
opponent's client in advance so as to know the full story he will tell
in the courtroom. These things, I submit, we all realize are tremen-
dously important. Furthermore, so far as our office is concerned, were it
not for the work done in this connection by my partners, Philip Van
Cise and my father, and by Albert Frantz and Robert Swanson, I
tAn address before the Denver Bar Association, November 6, 1944.
*Of the Denver Bar.
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would find myself in a worse fix, if possible, when I entered a court-
room. For as is often true, the real preparation for a trial is done by
others who may not even participate in the actual trial itself.
Now what can be said as to the selection of a jury? After over
twenty years I profess I know no more about it than at the start.
One thing I can tell you gentlemen: If you go into the federal court
and the United States Attorney suddenly arises and asks for a thirteenth
juror, it is well to bear in mind something that I learned, to my horror,
last summer-that a thirteenth juror in the federal court is selected
differently than in the state courts. I say to my horror, for through
sheer ignorance as to how a thirteenth juror was obtained in the federal
court, I ran out of challenges and ended up with a chief of police- and
a past commander of the American Legion as the thirteenth juror in a
treason trial! Perhaps a smattering of law would be of assistance to
all of us.
The importance of a clear and convincing opening statement
in the trial of any case, civil or criminal, cannot be overestimated. For
it is there that you are first enabled to let the trier of the facts know
that you do have a case and that your cause is just. It has always
seemed to me a bad mistake to reserve an opening statement in a
criminal trial on the theory that you are going to conceal your real
position, for by the time you make the opening statement the gov-
ernment's case oftentimes has become so persuasive to the jury that
little you can say then will affect the result. Whereas, if you make
your opening statement at the start and emphasize clearly your position
in the trial, each juror, I submit, will have at least something of
what you said in mind as he listens to the witnesses produced against
your client.
Much has been written on the subject of cross examination. Doubt-
less you gentlemen have read various works on this subject, but I
submit to you, there is little that can be gained from such reading.
It must be learned through trial and error, principally error. Instinc-
tively we must know that on cross examination we are always on very
thin ice. Ridiculous it is to have the witness repeat again his damaging
story against us, nor should we assume that the witness is lying
merely because he opposes our position. Perhaps he is biased, con-
sciously or otherwise, and oftentimes he is mistaken. Naturally, where
possible, we endeavor to show the bias or the mistaken fact, and in
doing so, how many times have we wished we never had tangled
with the witness! I still know of no rule by which we should approach
this most delicate operation, except, perhaps, a determination by the
forms of our questions that we will never permit that witness to get
his head and run away with us. Leading questions being permitted,
leading questions they should be, and in a form where the answer
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must be narrow. In other words, if possible, keep a firm hold on the
interrogation and don't, gentlemen, do as I once did when Foster
Cline called a character witness for the defendant in a notorious murder
case I was prosecuting. Believe it or not, I asked that witness why
he investigated to determine the good character of the defendant. What
an answer I received, and justly so. The witness was a deputy sheriff
from Cripple Creek. He made a speech from the witness stand. I
couldn't stop him. I had thrown open the door. He told me why,
and ended by saying that his investigation was made to determine
whether or not the defendant was justified in the killing, and then
the witness whirled toward the jury box, brought his fist down upon
the reporter's desk, and shouted "I say to you gentlemen, by God he
was justified." When the hats came down from the ceiling and the
uproar of approval ended, and I could find no mousehole in which to
creep, I discovered that the witness' observation simply made the
views of all in the court room unanimous except your speaker.
I don't believe a team of horses could drag out of me the question
"why" of any witness on cross examination.
All of which brings me down to this. I know of no formula
by which a case should be tried. Surely there can be no fixed pattern
when you enter that room. You must not say that come hell or high
water you will start with A and end with D as witnesses. For when
A finishes his testimony you sense the reactions of those in the jury
box, or the gentleman on the bench, and so sensing, it may well be
that witness E is thrown into the fray and B and C are dropped
entirely, or perhaps, indeed, F, whom you had never intended to call
at all, must be brought forward.
I say you sense it, and I mean just what I say, for unless you have
a definite feeling of what is happening in that court room as the case
progresses, then indeed you are seriously handicapped. And there is
no rule that I know of by which you can sense what is happening.
You feel it or you don't, and to the degree that you feel it your powers
of persuasion are strengthened.
For it must be evident to all of us that in that arena of the court
room neither the court nor the jury is any longer interested in mere
abstract rules of law dug from musty books. Here at last is an
attempt to resolve a definite conflict in human relationships between
man and man. Whatever the standard of human conduct laid down
by rules of law may be, I submit to you gentlemen that the jury, or
indeed the court itself, is conscientiously trying to do what it conceives
to be substantial justice in that particular controversy. In the majority
of cases, perhaps the applicable rule of law may do justice between
Tom Brown and Bill Smith. But oftentimes the enforcement of that
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rule of law in that particular controversy between those very litigants
will do injustice.
Whether the case be criminal or whether the case be civil, the
court and the jury are both interested in trying to produce an end
result which will allow that man or woman to leave the court room
with a decision which in that case -seems right, in common justice.
Hence it is that any lawyer who engages in that most fascinating
work, the trial of cases, must always bear in mind that he enters
that room faced with a definite problem of convincing a court or a
jury, or both, that his cause is just, and just in the sense as the man
on the street sees it. He must realize that if he approaches the trial
with the thought that he will hang the case upon some technicality he
is most apt to be woefully mistaken.
This, I submit, calls for a profound sympathy with and under-
standing of human problems: the rights and the wrongs of human
conduct, irrespective of law; an understanding of why people do the
things they do; the motives and forces back of them, some of which
they cannot control; their economic needs. These are the things as
we grow older in the profession we recognize not only are often the
decisive factors in the court room, but, I submit to you gentlemen,
justly so, for I cannot believe that we as lawyers should fall down and
worship abstract rules of law and ignore the situations which life
itself presents for solution in the immediate cause at hand.
Perhaps I am mistaken. Perhaps there is a formula by which
cases shall be tried. Well, if such there be, the only rule that occurs
to me is that of the Lord High Chancellor in the opera Ioloanthe.
How does the song run?
"When I went to the Bar as a very young man
(Said I to myself said I)
I'll work on a new and original plan
(Said I to myself said I)
I'll never assume that a rogue or a thief
Is a gentleman worthy of implicit belief
Because his attorney has sent me a brief
(Said I to myself said I)
Ere Igo into court I'll read my brief through
(Said I to myself said I)
And I'll never take work I'm unable to do
(Said I to myself said I)
My learned profession I'll never disgrace
By taking a fee with a grin on my face
When I haven't been there to attend to the case
(Said I to myself said I) ."
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I QUOTE
By HENRY H. CLARK*
CHAPTER I
"Reason is the life of the Law; nay the common law itself is
nothing else but reason. The law, which is perfection of reason."
-Coke.
"The lawless science of our law-
That codeless myriad of precedent,
That wilderness of single instances."
-Tennyson.
"The law is a sort of hocus pocus science, that smiles in yer face
while it picks yer pocket; and the glorious uncertainty of it of mair use
to the professors than the justice of it." -Macklin.
"I have endeavored to give place in this volume to everything
which may be necessary to a correct understanding of the opinions of
the court and nothing more. * * * All dissenting opinions will be found
in their connection, and when the bench is not full the fact is noted."t
(No notations to contrary.)
-Judge Hallett, 1 Colo. (1872) preface.
"Counsel in the exercise of their prdfessional rights and discretion
have flooded us with multitudinous exceptions which are strongly sug-
gestive of the pests with which the people of Egypt were plagued to
compel them to free the children of Israel. The exceptions numbered
150." -Judge Bissell, 4 C. A. 395.
"It was also proper to receive evidence as to the inscriptions on the
boxes. If the production of the thing on which the inscription is found
is indispensable, it would be impossible to proceed in many cases. If a
sign were painted on a house, it would hardly be contended that the
house would have to be produced, nor can it be said that the law con-
verts the court-room into a receptacle for wagons, boxes, tombstones,
and the like, on which one's name may be written."
-Judge Belford, 2 Colo. 442.
"It occurs to us that sobriety on the part of the judge while deter-
mining the interests of litigants is essentially requisite. * * * Can it be
said that an upright judge, a scrupulously fair man, one who appreciates
the dignity of his office, can impartially determine the interests of liti-
gants, and fairly administer the law when in a state of intoxication?"
-Judge Richmond, 13 Colo. 109.
*Of the Denver Bar.
tAll italics supplied.
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"Having in mind the awful if not unprovoked charges, set forth
in the complaint, and which defendant admits he made against the
plaintiff, we must assume that appellant had adopted St, Paul's theory
that whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth, before we can yield our assent
to this statement of counsel. If this is the language appellant resorts to
when speaking of one towards whom he entertains the best of feeling,
it would be interesting to know what language he would employ if he
had occasion to characterize the conduct of one towards whom he enter-
tained malice or ill will" -Judge Cunningham, 21 C. A. 651.
"There was no evidence that the tub with which the experiment
was made was exactly similar to the other, nor that the limb of the
witness was sufficiently similar in form to the injured limb of the plain-
tiff. The testimony was properly rejected." Syll. (Bath-tub case.)
-Judge Morgan, 23 C. A. 529.
"Plaintiff left his horse standing in the alley, not fastened or
secured in any way, and with the lines in such a position that he could
not reach them. The horse started to run away, and the accident was
the result. Ordinary foresight and prudence should have suggested to
the plaintiff that his horse was liable to run. He neglected the dictates
of experience because, as he says, the horse was gentle and kind, and
not in the habit of running away, forgetting that it is the unloaded gun
and the gentle horse that usually go off unexpectedly."
-Judge Bailey, 38 Colo. 300.
"It cannot be said that the fact of leaving the horse unhitched is
in itself negligence. Whether it is negligence to leave a horse unhitched
must depend upon the disposition of the horse, whether he is under the
observation and control of some person all the time, and many other
circumstances, and is a question to be determined by the jury from the
facts in the case." -Judge Campbell, 39 Colo. 148.
"The thought of the roping, throwing, mauling around and
branding of a branded horse cannot be less offensive to one of a sensitive
mind, or less apt to sear the conscience of a moral public, than the sight
of a horse which has had a few joints of its tail amputated-the same
might be said of the dehorning of cattle." * * *
-Judge Bailey, 40 Colo. 414.
"Two of the jurors state in their affidavits that the petitioner took
them to a saloon and treated them, but that their verdict was not
influenced thereby, and that they did not know they had been doing
wrong. * * * A party who so far forgets his position as a litigant as to
furnish entertainment for jurors who are to pass upon the merits of the
controversy in which he is engaged should not complain if a verdict in
his favor by jurors with whom he has been in such close communication,
and to whom he has furnished drink, is set aside on motion of his
adversary." . -- Judge Steele, 43 Colo. 221.
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"As inimitably described by Lew Wallace, his hero, Ben Hur,
was driving a race. Two thousand years later Barney Oldfield, midst
like plaudits of the multitude, was driving a race. The one driving a
chariot race, the other driving an automobile race. Both races alike were
hazardous to the driver. Neither intervening time, nor the fact that
the carriage of the one was propelled by Arabian horses of pure blood,
while the carriage of the other was propelled by most delicately adjusted
mechanical power, can alter the plain understanding that each was
engaged in the driving of a race. Neither can all the definitions written
in the centuries between change the common understanding of men that
linked together in thought, these men engaged in driving races."
-Judge Scott, 66 Colo. 391.
"To dismiss this bill because the plaintiff did not take the right
formal step at the start, when the real purpose of that step has been
accomplished, would be to 'twist the strands of precedent into a rope
with which to strangle justice.' "
-Judge Denison, 71 Colo. 33, 38.
"It is not uncommon, we regret to say, for men to become angry
and say things that they afterwards regret, as doubtless is the case with
the attorney in this case. * * * The executor has wrapped his talent in
a napkin and hidden it in the earth and will be surcharged with what
he ought to have gained" (i. e., interest on a bank deposit).
-Judge Denison, 73 Colo. 1.
"It is a very real thing, though not a complete action, and that
an amendment is possible all know, including those who say the con-
trary. * * * Half a pair of scissors, though a nullity as scissors, is a real
thing, and when we add the other half, is as good a pair of scissors as
if we had had both halves at first."
-Judge Denison, 82 Colo. 343.
"The paper shafts of the honorable dissenting judges are so directed
that they may tend to divert attention from the fact that Kolkman and
his band of marauders stole Charlie Burson's bacon on the hoof. * * *
I have no doubt that the weird admonitions and quizzical warnings
gratuitously bestowed by Mr. Justice Hilliard on the majority members
of the court as to their judicial duties and conduct were well meant, but
this hint that if our opinions do not meet with popular acclaim, we
may be swept away by a coming flood, contains a political philosophy
so pernicious and shocking that it cannot be overlooked. * * * No one
can fail to be entertained by Mr. Justice Hilliard's dissertation on the
subject of French Kings, but what about Charley's hogs?"
-Judge Adams, 89 Colo. 8.
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"I think the case is one of the 'mountain laboring and bringing
forth a mouse.' The mouse of unconstitutionality is probably there,
but I do not like its color. It is too gray, and not recognizable in the
dark. Every one knows, and the majority opinion admits, that we
are going through an experimental period in labor legislation, attended
with litigation, and we might just as well have selected a white mouse,
the kind ordinarily used in experimentation, because the results, are more
easily ascertainable under the microscope of critical analysis."
-Judge Bakke, 104 Colo. 386.
(To be continued in future issues of DICTA.)
Tax Lectures in Pamphlet Form
Thousands of lawyers in all parts of the United States are studying
federal taxation under the national program inaugurated by the Ameri-
can Bar Association's section of taxation and the Practicing Law Insti-
tute. As part of this program, a group of twenty tax experts, with
Professor Erwin N. Griswold of Harvard Law School acting as editor-
in-chief, has prepared a series of twelve pamphlets which present each
major phase of the income, excess profits, gift, and estate tax laws, as well
as tax practice and procedure, including the preparation of tax returns.
These pamphlets average over forty pages each. Among the writers are
the tax experts of some of the largest New York law firms.
As stated by Weston Vernon, Jr., chairman of the section of taxa-
tion of the American Bar Association, and Harold P. Seligson, director
of the Practicing Law Institute, in a joint foreword to the first pamphlet:
The program has been prepared especially to meet the needs
of mature practising attorneys. The presentation includes step-by-
step explanations of the methods to be employed in handling typi-
cal tax matters. The pitfalls which confront the unwary are pointed
out. Discussions of rare cases or fine points have been omitted, so
that the attorneys studying these pamphlets may obtain a basic
understanding of the major aspects of the federal tax system.
This national program of tax training for lawyers was undertaken
by the American Bar Association because of requests which came to it
from all parts of the United States to aid practitioners in familiarizing
themselves with the tax laws. The substantial increase in tax rates and
the vast number of persons who are now subject to the income tax en-
hances the need of attorneys for a working familiarity with the tax laws.
This knowledge is needed not only to advise clients in the preparation of
their tax returns, but more important to avoid subjecting them to un-
necessary taxes in connection with organizing new businesses, selling
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property, disposing of their estates, and in many other phases of the
work of the general practitioner. In the past, taxation has been a fiela
of law in which many lewyers have not engaged. As stated in the pref-
ace to the first pamphlet:
There is nothing inherently difficult about tax law. To a
great extent, it is based and depends upon general law. Any careful
lawyer who will spend a reasonable amount of time familiarizing
himself with the tax statutes, regulations, and decisions can handle
tax cases; and if he does so, he is in a position to render better
service to his client than one who is not a lawyer.
In order to provide lawyers with means of obtaining low-cost
instruction in the essentials of federal taxation, the Section of Taxa-
tion of the American Bar Association decided to sponsor this pro-
ject in cooperation with state and local bar associations. The
Practising Law Institute, with the approval of the Board of
Governors of the American Bar Association, was invited to co-
operate in formulating a practical, comprehensive program.
The articles in this series explain and illustrate the tax laws. They
include step-by-step discussions of the methods to be employed by the
attorney in handling typical tax matters. Methods for avoiding unneces-
sary taxes and suggestions for tax savings are included, as well as facsimile
copies of typical tax returns, tax briefs, etc. A complete file in a tax case
forms part of the article on tax practice and procedure.
The pamphlets are issued weekly for a subscription fee of ten dollars,
which includes a 330-page special edition of the Internal Revenue Code.
Subscriptions may be made through the Practicing Law Institute, 150
Broadway, New York City.
Lecture courses based upon these pamphlets are being conducted
under the auspices of local bar organizations in New York, Pittsburgh,
Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Washington, D. C., Los Angeles, Balti-
more, Chattanooga, Wilmington, Harrisburg, Dayton, Reading, Spring-
field, Akron and other cities. More than 2,000 lawyers are attending
these lecture courses. Typical enrollments for the lectures are 250 at-
torneys in Pittsburgh, a like number in Cleveland, 200 in New York
City, 175 in Buffalo, and 75 in Chattanooga.
To afford attorneys in other localities an opportunity to attend the
lectures after they have studied the tax pamphlets, concentrated three-
day lecture courses will be given this spring in various cities. In such pro-
grams, twelve lectures of two hours each will be given during a three-day
period.
This is the first national program of post-admission education for
lawyers undertaken by the American Bar Association in cooperation with
the Practicing Law Institute. Its success augurs well for future programs
not only in taxation, but in other fields of practice.
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Upon Information and Belief
Dear Santa:
About this time of year we usually write to you asking you to
bring us a lot of stuff at Christmas time, but this year, Santa, it's
different. A lot of our boys-and some of our girls, too-are over
there somewhere, on battleships in the Pacific, on the battlefields of
Europe, on some of the small islands stretched out from here to Tokyo,
and some of them are in camps in this country, away from home,
preparing for whatever might be necessary for them to do. Some of
those boys and girls would give a lot to be able to be home again. Some
of them want mightily to have a square meal for a change. All of them
want the opportunity to appear with their clients and present their
cases to a judge and where the decision of the judge will be final and
will not have to be contested by force of arms. This year, Santa, we
aren't asking for anything for ourselves, but for them we are asking for
a lot. Yours in victory,
THE LAWYERS AT HOME.
Mesa County Bar Honors Sternberg
On October 21, Guy V. Sternberg, pioneer Grand Junction
attorney who completed fifty years of law practice on September 11,
1944, was honored at a dinner given by his partners, John P. Helman
and Thomas K. Younge. Tributes were paid to his diligent work,
scholarly attainments and honorable conduct, and to his contribution
to water law, by District Judges John R. Clark and George W. Bruce
and some of his fellow lawyers, including E. B. Adams, William Weiser,
and Charles J. Moynihan. The Mesa County Bar Association, through
its president, John C. Banks, presented a large basket of flowers.
Mr. Sternberg was a member of the first law class at the University
of Colorado, receiving his degree in 1894 and being admitted to the
bar on September 11 of that year. On February 22, 1895, be opened
his law office in Grand Junction. Three years later he associated with
Samuel G. McMullin and maintained this association until Mr. McMul-
lin's retirement three years ago, after fifty years of practice. Mr.
Sternberg has made his home in Colorado since 1872.
During ten years, beginning in 1908, as referee in water adjudica-
tions his decrees established many of the major water priorities of the
Colorado River. He was Deputy District Attorney for seven years.
The dinner was attended by virtually all of the members of the
Mesa County Bar, many of-whom gave reminiscences of Mr. Sternberg's
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- A . X . Erickson
Announcement
WASHINGTON, D. C.
A meeting of the bar of the Supreme Court of the United States
in the Supreme Court Building on Monday, December 18, 1944, at
10 o'clock in the morning, is called to take appropriate action in
memory of the late Mr. Justice Sutherland. The meeting will be
addressed by Mr. Justice Harold M. Stephens, Colonel William Cat-
tron Rigby and Honorable Charles E. Hughes, Jr. At noon, the resolu-
tions adopted at this meeting will be presented to the court by Honor-
able George Wharton Pepper, chairman of the committee on resolutions,
and the attorney general will address the court.
CHARLES FAHY,
Solicitor General of the United States.
SOME SUBJECTS IN
Volume 149 A L R
These are but a few
the many '&'ere -
ng annotations in





i which subjects re-
Lofd in rvr" Ivrd,;I fvo
are covered.
Construction and application of provision of
accident policy or accident feature of life pol-
icy extending benefits to one disabled from
engaging in any occupation or employment
for wage or profit. 149 ALR 7.
Justiciable controversy, within Declaratory
Judgment Act as predicable upon advice,
opinion, or ruling of public administrative of-
ficer. 149 ALR 349.
Right of railroad company to use or grant
use of land in right of way for other than
railroad purpose. 149 ALR 378.
Workmen's compensation: right to compen-
sation as affected by fact that injured em-
ployee earns, or is offered, as much as, or
more than, before the injury. 149 ALR 413.
Conduct of employees or labor union as un-
fair labor practice within labor relations acts.
149 ALR 464.
Constitutionality. construction, and applica-
tion of statutes prohibiting agreements to re-
fund wages under employment contracts
("kickback" agreements). 149 ALR 495.
Liability of unincorporated labor organiza-
tion to suit. 149 ALR 508.
Misstatement in description of automobile as
affecting automobile policy. 149 ALR 531.
Provision that judgment is "without preju-
dice" or "with prejudice" as affecting its
operation as res judicata. 149 ALR 553.
We invite inquiry as to the convenient ways ALR may be added to your library.
BANCROFT-WHITNEY COMPANY
San Francisco 2, California
THE LAWYERS CO-OPERATIVE PUBLISHING CO.
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